FICTION CONTINUED

Baghead by Jarrett Krosoczka - P KRO
The Story of Ferdinand by Munro Leaf - P LEA
A is for Salad by Mike Lester - ABC/123 LES
Little Blue and Little Yellow by Leo Lionni - P LIO
Froggy Gets Dressed by Jonathan London - P LON
Brown Bear, Brown Bear, What Do You See? by Bill Martin - P MAR (also WONDER MAR)
Chicka Chicka Boom Boom by Bill Martin - P MAR (also ABC/123 P MAR)
Frog Goes to Dinner by Mercer Mayer - P MAY
Guess How Much I Love You by Sam McBratney - P MCB (also BB MCB)
Make Way for Ducklings by Robert McCloskey - P MCC
Gain’ Someplace Special by Pat McKissack - P MCK
Gone Wild: An Endangered Alphabet by David McLimans - BB MCL
I Stink! by Kate and Jim McMullan - P MCM
Pigs Aplenty, Pigs Galore by David McPhail - P MCP
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1000 Books Before Kindergarten
Book List

EXPLORE. READ. ENJOY.
**FICTION**

- *Happy Birthday, Moon* by Frank Asch - P ASC
- *Ten, Nine, Eight* by Molly Bang - P BAN (also ABC/123)
- *The Three Bears* by Byron Barton - P BAR
- *A Visitor for Bear* by Bonny Becker - P BEC
- *Madeline* by Ludwig Bemelmans - P BEM
- *The End (Almost!)* by Jim Benton - P BEN
- *Bear's Busy Family* by Stella Blackstone - BB BLA
- *The Mitten* by Jan Brett - P BRE (also BB BRE)
- *Goodnight Moon* by Margaret Wise Brown - P BRO (also VOX BRO and BB BRO)
- *Mike Mulligan and His Steam Shovel* by Virginia Lee Burton - P BUR
- *Stellaluna* by Janell Cannon - P CAN (also WONDER P CAN)
- *The Very Hungry Caterpillar* by Eric Carle - P CAR
- *Five Little Monkeys Jumping on the Bed* by Eileen Christelow - P CHR (also BB CHR)
- *Ninja!* by Arree Chung - P CHU

---

**FICTION CONTINUED**

- *Fred Stays with Me* by Nancy Coffelt - 8 x 8 COF
- *Freight Train* by Donald Crews - P CRE
- *Click, Clack, Moo: Cows that Type* by Doreen Cronin - P CRO (also BB CRO)
- *Jamberry* by Bruce Degen - P DEG
- *Abuela* by Arthur Dorros - P DOR
- *Are You My Mother?* by P.D. Eastman - BB EAS (also ER EAS)
- *Feathers for Lunch* by Lois Ehlert - P EHL
- *Go Away, Big Green Monster!* by Ed Emberley - P EMB
- *Olivia* by Ian Falconer - P FAL
- *Bark, George* by Jules Feiffer - P FEI
- *Ask Mr. Bear* by Marjorie Flack - P FLA
- *Mama Cat Has Three Kittens* by Denise Fleming - P FLE
- *Where is the Green Sheep?* by Mem Fox - P FOX
- *Corduroy* by Don Freeman - P FRE
- *Millions of Cats* by Wanda Gag - P GAG
- *The Three Little Pigs* by Paul Galdone - P GAL
- *The Man Who Walked Between the Towers* by Mordicai Gerstein - P GER
- *The Girl Who Loved Wild Horses* by Paul Goble - P GOB
- *Is Your Mama a Llama?* by Deborah Guarino - P GUA

---

**FICTION CONTINUED**

- *Kitten’s First Full Moon* by Kevin Henkes - P HEN
- *Where’s Spot?* by Eric Hill - P HIL
- *Bread and Jam for Frances* by Russell Hoban - P HOB
- *Amazing Grace* by Mary Hoffman - P HOF
- *Angelina Ballerina* by Katherine Holabird - P HOL
- *Rosie’s Walk* by Pat Hutchins - BB HUT
- *Harold and the Purple Crayon* by Crockett Johnson - P JOH
- *The Hello, Goodbye Window* by Norton Juster - P JUS
- *The Wolf’s Chicken Stew* by Keiko Kasza - P KAS
- *The Snowy Day* by Ezra Jack Keats - P KEA (also WONDER KEA)
- *The Teddy Bears’ Picnic* by Jimmy Kennedy - P KEN
- *Anansi and the Moss-Covered Rock* by Eric Kimmel - P KIM
- *Whose Mouse are You?* by Robert Kraus - P KRA
- *The Carrot Seed* by Ruth Kraus - P KRA (also BB KRA)